Earth Two: A romantic fantasy, transcending time and dimensions

On Earth-Two everything is free for the
asking, everyone is as attractive as they
believe they are, and making love can
reach levels of ecstasy far beyond what
humans ever experienced on Earth. So why
are most young souls so anxious to leave?
When elder-soul Andrew create Phoebe
from a portion of himself, she begins her
existence like most new souls on
Earth-Two: Fresh and innocent, a void
longing to be filled. After three arduous
lives on Earth-- First as a male
gang-banger in Cleveland, then as a
promiscuous fraulein in 17th Century
Germany, and finally as a selfish mother in
modern day Connecticut, she has grown
enough in wisdom and experience to take
on the most challenging and exciting role
of her young existence. Giving her one
more tool to fulfill this destiny, Andrew
uses his skills in matter-manipulation to
sculpt Phoebes astral image to that of an
irresistible beauty. It is during this next
incarnation that Phoebe meets handsome
Ethan in ancient Rome, and a love affair
for the ages flourishes. With each ensuing
adventure on the blue marblewith each
separation and reunion, their passion for
each
other
continues,
seemingly
unbreakable. But even in this magnificent
afterlife dimension of Earth-Two where
love abounds, there can be adversity. And
in this story its name is Leonid. Across the
centuries and dimensions, this handsome
but narcissistic young soul stalks Phoebe
relentlessly in his obsession to have her for
his own... Only to be thwarted at every
turn. Until...
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mystifying page-turning Chronicles of Caledon adult science fiction and fantasy series. - 2 min - Uploaded by
thecoolmanInterstellar: Love Transcends Dimensions of Time and Space who must leave his family and Earth Two
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what about the other Dont fall into the trap of fantasy love in the movies. Theoretically: Love, like gravity, can be
perceived but yet(when Brand and Cooper left the earth) the mankind . for us because we conflate these two rather
different ideas about love in our minds.
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